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New Resolutions Are Passed For Freshman
Policies For Rats
Will Be Enforced

Freshman Nominate 26
Candidates For Offices

At their meeting last Wednesday night, the Student Assembly was given the responsibility of enforcing the Senior
Council policies September 28th, by Jim Humphries, president of the Student Body.
It was moved and passed that
the meetings be opened with
prayer by the chaplain or an appropriate person. Since there is
no provision in the Student As
sembly constitution for a chap
lain, it was voted to amend the
constitution, if necessary, to
provide for a Student Assembly
chaplain. Lawrence Starkey, an
arts and sciences major from
Clemson, was elected chaplain.
Bill Alford, an industrial
physics senior from Walterboro, and Gene Metz, an agricultural engineering
major
from Anderson, were nominated for the chairmanship of the
student assembly. Gene Metz
was elected. John Rogers, an
architectural engineering major of Easley, was unanimously elected secretary.
The new freshman policies
were read and unanimously
adopted by the Student Assembly.
.Lawrence Starkey explained
the "Big Brother" system, which
also met with the unanimous approval of the.assembly.
Members on the committee
on freshman policies are Hugh
McLaurin, Carl Lewis, John
Sinclair, Phil McElveen, Ray
Wactor, Ted Danielson, Richard Ashmore, McCoy Johnston,
Bill Alford, John^o?eTs7''ana
Bill Dunn.
These policies are:
I. A freshman Council shall
be established whose purpose
is to enforce such rules as set
up by the Student Assembly.
II. The Freshman Council shall
be composed of the following:
the vice-president of the student body; the vice-president
of the senior, junior and sophomore classes; and three (3)
elected members of the freshman class.
1. The vice-president of the
student body shall preside
over the council. He shall
vote only to break a tie.
2. The vice-chairman of the
council shall be the vicepresident of the senior class.
8. If the vice—president of the
student body has to assume
the duties of student body
president, he shall no longer
be a member of the council.
4. The council shall have full
power to function as a four
member council until the
freshman members are elected.
5. Any vacancy occurring in
the council shall be filled by
appointment from the Student Assembly.
6. Meetings of the council shall
be called at the discretion of
the chairman.
T. Meetings shall be conducted
in closed session.
8., All appeals shall be made to
the student assembly.

9. All guilty findings of the
council shall be published in
...... The Tiger.
10. Violators of freshman rules
may be reported to any member of the student government by any members of the
student body.
1L The Freshman Council may
„„„i„„ any
„„,, „*
Mi^ir.a
Q following
employ
of *K
the
punishments:'
a. Cutting of Block "C" in hair
of male students.
b. Polishing cannons.
c. Requiring the wearing of
specified facial decorations
for a given period.
d. Other punishments of like'
nature.
III. The Freshman Council shall
enforce the following rules:
1. Freshmen shall wear "rat
- caps" until and through the
Carolina vs. Clemson football
game. "If Clemson loses, the
freshmen shall wear the cops
until' Christmas holidays.
2. Freshmen shall beat the
drum and guard the statue of
Tom Clemson for a period of
twenty-four (24) hours immediately prior to the State
Fair holidays. (Under supervision).
3. Freshmen shall sit in a group
for all home football games
and pep meetings. Attendance at pep meetings shall be
compulsory.
4. Freshmen shall participate
in traditional school yells
and demonstrations in the
dining hall. The time for yells
shall be designated by the
head cheerleader.
5. Male freshmen shall have
traditional Clemson freshhaircut.
IV. Amendments may be made
by a majority vote of the student assembly.

Clemson-Carolinia
Key Clubs Sponsor
Post Game Dance
The Clemson Blue Key, national honorary fraternity, along
with the Carolina Blue Key will
sponsor a dance October 19 in
Columbia.
The dance will be held after
the freshman football game between the Biddies and the
Tigers. It will be heki In the
Russell House, the new student
union building at Carolina.
The price of the tickets will
be one dollar and fifty cents
stag or drag for the affair which
starts at 10:00 p. m. and last
until 1:00
Tony Torre and his orchestra
will furnish the music for the
dance.

Carolina Ticket Situation
Although the final decisions have not been announced,
the present tentative plans for distribution of tickets to'
the Clemson-Carolina game were released yesterday. The
distribution set-up has been arranged with the idea of
keeping tickets within the student body as much as possible and to eliminate the "scalping" on the tickets which
has taken place in the past.
According to present policies, students desiring to go to
the Clemson-Carolina game will personally sign a receipt
for the tickets at the Field House. The tickets will not be
issued at Clemson. All tickets will have to be picked up
at booths located conveniently near the student section
of the stadium in Columbia. Seats nearest the fifty yard
line will go to the seniors and the rest of the classes will
follow in order.
The number of date tickets to be made available will be
announced at a later time. This number will depend in
part on the number of tickets not receipted for in the Field
House. Seniors will be given priority on the purchasing
of date tickets; any other tickets available will be prorated
among the other three classes.

Whistle Will
Time Classes

Elections To Be Held
Tuesday, October 11

A new method of synchronizThe freshman class met on Monday, October 3rd, to makt
ing classes on the Clemson campus will be inaugurated Monday nominations for their class officers and representatives for
morning. .The whistle at the
Power Plant will be blown five the 1955-56 school year. The meeting was held in Room
minutes before the hour to indi- 1, Chemistry Building, at 6:30 p. m.
cate the termination of classes
Jim Humphries, Student
and a five minutes after each
Body President, presided at
hour to indicate the beginning
the meeting and opened with
of he next class.
a brief explanation of the organization of the Student GovAn effort will be made to
keep the clock in the tower of
The Senior Platoon, led by ernment at Clemson College.
Tillman Hall synchronized Marion Sams, took in fifteen Before the nominations were
with the whistle, but in any new members last week. The opened, the freshmen heard a
The Jungaleers get a good view of the dance evening due to the heavy rains, (TIGER photo
case the whistle will indicate platoon is composed of members brief statement by Roger Yike,
floor during the formal dance held Friday night. by Bob Huey.)
The crowd was comparatively small for the
the official time for the daily of the senior class who are se- editor of "The Tiger", concerning campaign procedure
of the next class.
lected by competitive drill.
The new members included L. and how to place campaign
The college has been without
an official class-timer since* the G. McGraw, civil engineering notices in "The Tiger".
Nominations were accepted
old bell over the guard room major from Sandy Springs; R. C.
went with the demolition of Savacool, mechanical engineer- from the floor for a president,
The weekly Baptist Student Barracks No. 1 last year. Even ing major from Bay Head, New vice-president, secretary, treaUnion assembly was held last that device, first used when its Jersey; B. C. Cannon, civil en- surer, and five Student Assemnight at 6:15 at the Baptist peal could be heard all over the gineering major from Clemson; bly Representatives. NominaEight Clemson College AFROTC cadets were designat- Church. A motion picture en- early campus, had lost its ef- R. R. Smith, electrical engineer- tions are limited by the Student
"Beyond Our Own" was fectiveness long ago due to the ing major from Brevard, North Government Constitution to four
ed Distinguished AFROTC Students, Colonel Lloyd H. titled
shown. It was announced that spreading growth of the college Carolina; W. C. Leonard, elec- each for president, vice-presiTull, Professor of Air Science at Clemson, announced re- at the next meeting Dan Mc- facilities.
trical engineering major from dent, secretary, and treasurer
Gee, a senior at Furman Unicently.
With no synchronized warn- Johnson City, Tennessee; and and ten for representatives. In
Those students receiving the versity, and State president of ing system many faculty mem- F. C. Anderson, arts and sciences cases where more than the allotted number were nominated,
designations were D. B. An- the Baptist Student Union will bers, intent on their teaching, major from Clemson;
Also, S. J. Reeves, textile a vote was taken immediately
thony, poultry major from speak. Emphasis will be on the have been keeping students
Travelers Rest; J. M. Blackmon, Baptist Student Union • State overtime causing them to be manufacturing major from to reduce the number of nomiWalter Cox, Dean of Student mechanical engineering major Convention to be held at Spar- late for their next classes. Heath Springs; Z. S. Watson, nees to the correct number.
engineering major
Affairs, announced yesterday from Rock Hill; R. M. Buck, tanburg, S. C, November 4-6. This situation should not con- electrical
The presidential nominees
that the hours for the ROTC animal husbandry major from The Clemson quota for the con- tinue aftcj^jytanday morning from Marion; J. R. Moody, agri- are Reynard Corley, BSbtSy"
cultural
engineering
major
from
vention
is
115
students.
drill on Thursdays will be Mt. Pleasant; T. E. Cunningsince the power plant whistle
Erwin, David Hudson, and
The Baptist Student Union is can be heard for a radius of Dillon; W. T. Chambers, elec- Walter Lubkin.
changed.
ham, architecture major from
trical engineering major from
The new hours will be from Greenville; L. A. Hendricks, tex- sponsoring a Radio Party this several miles.
Nominated for vice-president
Toccoa, Georgia; W. B. Pressley,
4:10 pi m. until 5:05 p. m. This tile engineering major from Saturday, October 8 in the Club
With
the
introduction
of
the
are Tommy Anderson, Jack
Room
of
the
Baptist
Church
at
agricultural
economics
major
will allow students who have West Columbia; J. F. Humphnew plan the whistle will no from Biltmore, North Carolina; Howard, Fred Maxwell, and
labs on Thursday afternoons ries, mechanical engineering ma- 8:00 p. m.
longer be used for fire or other D. O. Wells, architecture major Tommy Townsend.
The
purpose
of
the
party
is
jor
from
Columbia;
R.
P.
Moore,
sufficient time to return to their
emergency alarms. The siren from Pacolet Mills; and W. B.
The nominees for secretary
to
listen
to
the
Clemsbn-Rice
rooms and change and not be textile manufacturing major
will be used for this purpose Ennis, textile engineering major are Charlotte Beckley, Dong
game,
which
will
be
played
in
from Pendleton; and Billy Pas
late for drill.
Wha Kim, Bob Swofford, and
Houston, Texas. Girls from with regular test periods on from Daytona Beach, Florida.
The new hours will be effec- sinos, mechanical engineering Furman University will be pres- Saturdays at 1 p. m.
John Wells. Pat Corbett, Bobby
The
Platoon's
first
drill
will
major from Greer.
tive starting October 13.
be a pre-game exhibition drill Jones, Ronnie Jones, and Ronnie
The eight AFROTC Cadets ent and refreshments ''will be
at the South Carolina game, Oc- Rietdorf were nominated for
were selected on the basis of served.
treasurer.
tober 20th.
All students are cordially intheir high academic, moral,
vited.
This
is
the
second
in
a
The nominees for class repand leadership attributes. All
resentatives are: Joe Cox, Jack
had to be in the upper one- series of socials sponsored by
the Baptist Student Union.
Richardson, Wilbur Simmons,
Phi Eta Sigma, Ireshman hon- fourth of their class, and had
Jimmy Smith, Frank Sutherto
possess
outstanding
qualiorary fraternity, held its first
The Clemson College Liveland, Charlie Toal, Tony Vickmeeting of the year September ties of leadership.
stock Judging Team won second
ers, Livingston Watson, Jimmy
As
Distinguished
AFROTC
29, and heard a talk by Mr. Melplace in the Southeastern InterWells, and Billy Wylie. Five of
Students,
they
may
receive
desford A. Wilson, the new compcollegiate Livestock Judging
Miss Mary Ann Palmer of these nominees will be elected
troller of Clemson College. In ignation as Distinguished AFcontest held in Atlanta last Fort Mill was named Clemson's representatives.
ROTC
Graduates,
providing
they
his talk, Mr. Wilson told of the
weekend.
Rat Queen for 1955 at the annual
Election campaigns, which
Last Friday afternoon prior
new administrative organiza- maintain the high standards reCoached by Professor Dale L. Rat Hop held this past weekend. have already begun, will conquired,
and,
as
such,
they
may,
to the dance the American Sotions of the college.
Handlin, the Clemson team
Miss Palmer, who was escort- tinue through next Tuesday, Ocupon entry into active duty, apAfter Mr. Wilson's Talk, Bill ply and compete with other Dis- ciety of Agricultural Engineers placed first in the judging of all ed by Ken Pridmore, was pre- tober 11th, when the election
enjoyed
a
bar-be-cue.
It
was
Allgood, sophomore from Liber- tinguished AFROTC Graduates
Duroc and Hampshire swine sented at the Clemson-Georgia will be held. On Tuesday, each
ty, was elected secretary to fill in the program for Regular given to welcome the hew mem- classes and third in the judging game Saturday afternoon.
freshman will go by the ballot
bers and took the place of a
the vacancy created by Lewis
In addition to the traditional box (which will be placed in
Commissions in the United regular meeting. Students were of all Poland China swine and
Cromer's transfer to the UniverAngus cattle classes.
bouquet of roses, she received a the hall at the bottom of the
States Air Force. ,
invited to bring their dates.
sity of South Carolina.
Albert H. Marshall of Lancas- silver loving- cup from Mr. stairs going to the post office).
The speaker of the evening
The fraternity voted to invite
was the Rev. George R. Cannon. ter placed fourth high individual Snoddy of Clemson Jewelers, He will be given a prined ballot
Dr. Carl R. Pritchett, PresbyteAfter a humorous introduction and James L. Smith seventh and numerous other gifts from to fill out. When all ballots
rian minister from Anderson, to
have been deposited in the ballot
Rev. Cannon gave a very up- high individual in the entire merchants of the community.
Miss Palmer is a freshman at box, they will be counted by the
be the speaker at the next schelifting talk on the topic "Linked contest.
duled meeting, the fourth ThursOther individual honors were: Winthrop College and is major- Student Government and the reThe Student Chapter of the Lives".
sults will be announced.
day in October.
At the regular meeting Tues- George Bowan of Abbeville, high ing in education.
American Society of Civil EngiThe fraternity voted to back neers held its second meeting of day night ten new members in all sheep classes; John Alexthe Council of Club Presidents' the school year on Tuesday were voted into the club, and ander of Fairforest, third high
proposed plan for .an upper- night, October 4th, at Riggs Hall. each new member gave a short in sheep; James R. Hill, Jr., of
classman counseling program for Twenty - two prospective new talk on some previously assign- Abbeville, high in Hampshire
freshmen, and also to hold a members were present plus ed topic.
hogs; James E. Young of Orangespecial meeting in two weeks to twenty-four regular members.
burg, high in Market Barrows
decide whether or not to present This was one of the largest turnand Poland China hogs; and
a stunt in the Stunt Night pro- outs in several semesters for the
Marshall, second high in all
gram.
All students who plan to Angus cattle classes.
society,
The prospective members were drop courses will be required
President Jimmy Jones presidThe judging team from Aued.
selected upon their class stand- to do so no later than October burn placed first, Tennessee
ing and grade point latio.
third and Georgia fourth.
The Society's faculty advisor, 11, 1955 without having it
Square And Compass Mr. Trively, welcomed the pros- posted on their records. The
Club Holds Meeting pective members and explained registrar suggests that drop
The Square and Compass Club some of the numerous advant- cards be filled out on October
will hold its first meeting of the ages of belonging to the organi- 10, 1955. Drop cards may be
school year on Thursday, Octo- zation. After the business meet- secured at the registrar's ofber 6th, at 6:30 p. m., in the ing, Dr.. Trively showed some fice.
Joe Bowen, president of the
Clemson Lodge Hall. Election slides that he made while on
Tiger Brotherhood, announced
of officers and the preparation his recent trip to Hawaii.
The next meeting of the A. S.
today that the Tiger Brotherof plans for a Degree team are
hood is' sponsoring a faculty-stuon the agenda for this first C. E. will be held Monday, OcAll non-dormitory students dent supper Thursday, October
tober 17, at which time the
meeting.
formal initiation of the prospec- to be represented in the Sen- 13, at 5:30 p. m., in the Little
Professor J. V. Walters, of the tive new members will be con- ior class section of the '56
School of Textiles, will be the ducted.
Taps are requested to fill out Gym of the Field House.
The supper will consist of
Faculty Advisor for this year,
senior information blanks as
succeeding Professor R. A. Bansoon as possible. These in- hamburger steak with all the
ister, of the School of Engineerformation blanks may be ob- trimmings and will be served
ing.
tained from Mr. Rimmer at by Cowan's, of Anderson. Tickets
Morning Watch is held Monthe information center and for the event, which cost only
day through Saturday followshould be turned in to the one dollar, will be on sale next
ing breakfast. Each week the
Taps office by October 15. The week and may be obtained from
service Is conducted or preTaps office is located on the any Tiger Brotherhood member.
All club presidents who have
The promotion of closer facul- Miss Mary Ann Palmer beams happily as Ralph Cureton, presisented by two of the religious
fourth floor of the student
not received '56 Taps contracts
organizations on the campus.
center and will be open after ty-student relations is the main dent of the CDA, presents her the bouquet of roses and other
and who desire club space,
8 o'clock each week night. purpose of the supper. All fac- prizes she won after being named Rat Queen at the dance Friday
This week the YMCA and the
please pick up contracts at
Lutheran Student Association
Students may also mail these ulty and students are urged to night. Marion Sams, vice-president of the CDA, looks on in the
the Taps office after 8:00 p. m.
background (TIGER photo by Bob Huey.)
are presenting the service.
blanks to Taps, Box 3566.
attend.

Senior Platoon
Takes Members

Air Force Names Eight Seniors

BSU Sponsors
Radio Party

Outstanding Military Students

Time of Drill
Will Be Changed

Wilson Speaks To
Phi Eta Sigma

Ten New Members
Voted Into ASAE

College Livestock
Judging Team
Mary Ann Palmer
Places Second
Selected As Rat
Queen For 1955

ASCE Takes
?-?. New Members

NOTICE

Tig Brotherhood
Sponsors Supper
In Field House

NOTICE

NOTICE

NOTICE

:-:

BEAT RICE

:-:
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THE TIGER—"He Roars For Clemson A & M"

Conduct Of Students During
Past Week Was Very Good

TALK OF THE TOWN

Cheers Help Keep A Team Winning}
Ducks Seek Know/edge in College

THE student body outdid itself this past week with the
amazingly good conduct it showed during several public affairs held during the week.
The spirit of the students was the greatest at the game
Saturday and everybody was really keyed to a high pitch.
But when the slight disagreement broke out on the playing
field the students really earned the title of the "Country
Gentlemen." Not one student was seen leaving the stands
to join in the fracas. You are to be commended highly.
There were no instances of any disorder in the stands
during the game or at 'either of the dances during the
Week-end. Everybody accepted their responsibility for
giving Clemson a good name in the eyes of our visitors.
The conduct at the concert Tuesday night was exceptionally good for the first concert.^ Only a few people
were noticed leaving before intermission or before the end
of the program. The one major thing that was wrong was
the dress of the student body and that will be solved before the next concert.
From the general over-all picture it looks as though a
few people have grown up and others have settled down.
No longer will the typewriters sprout forth the words
condemning the conduct of the student body. That is if
somebody gets the man with the fireworks.

By Charles Sanders

Two New Columns Added For
Student Interest, Knowledge
ANE new column has been added £0 the TIGER and another one will be added next week. A column is being
written by the president of the senior class which pertains
to all the seniors. It will contain information on senior
class affairs and will cut down on the number of senior
$£.
class meetings that will be held during the year.
The other column that will be added starting next week DON'T GET ME WRONG, BUT
will be a column with the list of club meetings for the coming week. Entirely too much time is being taken up in the
dining hall for the announcement of club meetings. Half
of them are not even heard and they are clogging up the
airways. Starting Friday, October 14, no more announceBy FRANK ANDERSON
ments of club meetings will be made over the public ad—FLOWERS, ETC., TO THE C. D. A.
—OGGLING EYES
dress system unless they are an emergency
To those of you who didn't attend the
One thing that may have been just a
All club presidents are urged to turn in the time of their
meetings to the TIGER office so that they may be run in dances this week-end—you missed it. The small blot for some of us on this past wekCentral Dance Association presented one end was the grandstand of oggling eyes
this column.
of the finest RAT HOPS that I have ever that viewed us and our dates as we made
attended.
our way through the loggia to the dance.
with
I am speaking entirely from a spectator's The eyes weren't half as bad as the cheerMaxQhukan viewpoint because I don't even know how ing section that went along with them.
It seems that a few students who evithey came out as far as expenses are con(Author of '-Barefoot Boy With Cheek," etc.)
cerned, but judging from the crowd pres- dently didn't go to the dance were lined up
ent at the dances both nights, I don't think on the loggia for the specific purpose of
cheering us as we descended to the dining
HURRAY FOR THE RED, WHITE AND GOLD! they cleared any terrific sum of money.
You upperclassmen are probably tired hall for the dance. It is quite embarrassThere's a new package on Philip Morris Cigarettes. It's red
and white and gold and pretty as a picture. You'd never guess of hearing this but perhaps it will be a lit- ing to be walking your date to the dance
that behind anything so bright and cheerful is a saga packed tle new for the freshmen. You cannot and all of a sudden someone comes up with
with action and passion, with love and romance and not a have dances unless you have money and a little cute (?) remark. I can't say too
few tears.
to have money you have to have the sup- much about this because these students
It started quietly enough. The makers of gentle Philip Morris,
port
of the student body as well as out- paid just as much to come to Clemson as I
as hale a bunch of fellows as you ever clapped your eyes upon, got
did, but a request might be in order for
to talking last summer during their annual outing on Attu, a siders.
secluded and unspoiled island, often called "The Capri of Alaska."
As indicated in past years the majority them to use a little more restraint on dance
Capri, on the other hand, is often called "The Attu of Italy."
of the student body wants to have bigger week-ends.
name bands for their dances. Well, these —MORE PARKING TROUBLES
Clemson is fortunate in many ways m
big bands cost a heap of money and to have
them the C. D. A. needs all of our support its parking situation. We don't have to
walk as far from the parking lots to our
for all of the dances.
Most of us had quite a pleasant surprise rooms as students from a lot of schools do
Saturday night just before intermission and there seems to^ be enough space for
when Ralph Cureton, president of the C. everyone.
All of this is well and good, but certain
D. A. announced that the organization had
complications
seem to have arisen in the
signed none other than Ralph Marterie for
Vjf^fe
senior
parking,
lot right across from the
the Homecoming Ball next month. I don't
I But I digress. I was saying that the makers of Philip Morris, think that we, the student body* could ask laundry and above the filter plant.
! jim-dandy fellows every man-jack of them, got to talking on their for any more. Marterie is one of the bigFrom somewhere there seems to be arislast outing. "Don't you think," said one maker to the other
ing
a terrible smog that covers the entire
makers, "that our brown Philip Morris package, though in many gest name bands in the nation and is defilot.
Result—dirty cars, or better yet-filways terribly fetching, doesn't quite reflect the basic quality of nitely one of the best as far as playing
thy
cars.
I don't know whether this smoke
today's Philip Morris-its happy gentleness, its jolly lightness?" dance music is concerned.
"Why, yes," replied the other makers to the first maker, "we
is
coming
from
the filter plant or from the
Everything Homecoming week-end
do think that our brown Philip Morris package, though in many
power
plant
next
door to the laundry, but
ways terribly fetching, doesn't quite reflect the basic quality of should be perfect. One of the biggest name
today's Philip Morris-its happy gentleness, its jolly lightness." bands in. the nation for the dances and ^wherever it is coming from it should be
It looks as though a filter of
"Let us have the pack re-designed!" suggested the first maker, Clemson playing the currently rated num- stopped.
whose-name is Laughing Ned.
ber one football team in the nation, some kind could be put over the stack that
"Yes, let us!" cried the other makers, whose name is Funthe University of Maryland.
Could we is causing the trouble. It is difficult to
Loving Tom. "Let us! Let us! Let us!"
ask for more? It isn't far off so we all. bet- have a car washed every day on a college
The makers forthwith engaged the prominent firm of package ter find somebody to date.
man's budget.
re-designers, Sigafoos and Associates. It was with full confidence that the makers entrusted the task to Sigafoos and
Associates, for Sterling Sigafoos, the senior member, is known
the length and breadth 6f the world as "The Grand Old Man of
i Package Re-designing," and his partner, Fred Associates,
rihough a younger man, is everywhere regarded as a comer.
By Zane Brock
Sigafoos and Associates began their job by conducting intertimes wrong.
views from coast to coast to determine what kind of pack people My God, my one Head Coach divine,
At this point, football and life differ a
Guide
me
through
life's
playing
time.
wanted for Philip Morris. The partners could not do the intergreat deal. A wrong decision by man in
viewing themselves — Sigafoos because of his advanced years; Teach me how to play the game
the day-to-day living we know many
Associates because he is subject to motion sickness - so they
Only in a sporting vein.
sent our two trusted employees: Mr. Walker Nylet (Yale '51)
times ends in unwarranted death. Even
Endow
me
with
the
will
to
win,
and Miss Felicia Sigafoos (Radcliffe '52), daughter of the
men, who do not hold the powers to serve
With
a
spirit
striving
from
within.
senior partner. After canvassing the entire nation and tabulating
judgment (man-made) upon a' person,
more than 90 million interviews, Mr. Nylet sent the following And, Coach, teach me as-1 live and learn
cause many tragic accidents and loss of life
communique to the home office:
To expect only what I rightly earn.
because of personal decisions. Highway
"Dear Dad and Associates,
Quitting never, though discouraged be,
I call you Dad because Miss Sigafoos and I discovered
accidents can serve as an example of this
Ever true to self, to team, to Thee.
during our long and exhaustive survey that never were two
careless thinking.
Keep
me
clean
in
speech
and
thought,
people so admirably suited. We have accordingly been
Through God, we have a source of wisIn doing and in living as I ought.
married and have accepted a position with the United States
dom
that can be unequalled. We need to
Government keeping the lighthouse off Gay Head, Martha's
Of hate and envy keep me free
develop
a perspective that is much wider if
Vineyard.
For a more deserving man than me.
I hope you are not too upset by this news. May I suggest
we
hope
to prevent hurting others.
Prepare me now in friendly strife
you look at it this way: you haven't lost a daughter; you've
Through
God,
we can see the true picture.
On the playing field of life.
gained a beacon.
Thus
we
can
safely and confidentially
Sincerely,
And somebody, Master, Coach Supreme,
Walker Nylet"
make
decisions
and fear no harm will come.
Let me play on your great team.
Let
us
once
again
return to the football
Douglas
Abernethy
Well sir, old Sigafoos fumed for a while, but at last he calmed
N
field.
A
football
team
needs the support
down and went to visit the newlyweds in their lighthouse, bringLife is similar to a football game. Withing them a suitcase full of twenties as a wedding gift. It was out players there could be no game and of its student body. Our Tiger team is
there he learned that people want Philip Morris in the red, white,
getting support from, our yells and spiritand gold package which you are now, I trust, holding in your without goals the game would be meanM
very own hand.
® " w>mmtn, i«» ingless. Life, as well as athletics, requires ed actions but we need to go a little furtraining, rules, and officials. Because of ther. Through our prayers, we can help
\ The makers of PHILIP MORRIS who bring you this column beg to
our team pull through even if they be
1 remind you that for a while you'll still be seeing Philip Morris both the failure of man to see clearly the will of
Kays — in the bright new red, white and gold package, and in the God, many times man-imposed punish- thousands of miles away from home. Surefriendly familiar brown.
ment and justice is unfair just as the rul- ly our God is big enough to attend the
ings of officials on the playing field is some- game for us.

Marterie To Play For Homeconing;
Heavy Smog Smothers Parking Lots

Oa Campus

A Word To The Wise

GP7E EM HELL, TIGERS
the orderly lines have moved in calmly and
rapidly in order and have found seats.
What it was, was football, and how it
was, was great.
Or perhaps it was the
It is not likely, but perhaps possible, that
greatest. We refer, of course, to the cause
these people who come late every day and
and effect of student spirit this week-end.
rush the line have never been taught that
The alumni were impressed, the upperlines have a definite and reasonable purclassmen were impressed, the rats were
pose. If they haven't learned this by now,
impressed, and Wally Butts is still wonthere is not much use outlining the purpodering what happened.
ses of lines, but perhaps they can use a set
The cheering, yelling, and general cainof directions for the utilization of same.
raising last week-end were some of the
The proper method of entering a line is
best we've heard in four years at this instifrom the end, the back end, not the end
tution. Of course a winning team was a
closest to the dining hall. After obtaining
good spur to enthusiasm, but it can also be
a place in the line, wait patiently until the
said that enthusiasm from the stands is a
line begins moving forward, and then folspur to make a team win. Several memlow the person in front of you at a reasonbers of the football squad have commentable pace. And last of all, children, if you
ed favorably on the support that the cheerwant to be one of the first ones in the dining students contributed to the game.
ing hall, get in line early. It's much mort
One very commendable thing about the
sensible than having to fight your way
week-end spirit was that it never got out of
through a crowd to dinner.
hand.
The cheers were generally good,
And also, rats, following the above proclean, * sober, red-blooded, Ail-American
cedure will have the freshman class from
cheers. It's true that a few sounds donatbeing cussed and unfavorably discussed by
ing frustration and general disagreement
sophomores, juniors, seniors, graduate stuwith the action on the field were uttered
dents, and columnists in the TIGER.
in defiance of Clemson's Unwritten Law
__A PUN RETURN
Number Eight, but such things can be .
Last Sunday morning as we were ambblamed on normal battle 'excitement.
ling
down the hall and wondering if the
It appears that the spirit developed durquietness was due to the fact that everying the week-end has continued through
body else had gone tp church on time,
the week. Most of us are looking for the
there
sounded a series of high-pitched
Tigers to take Rice this Saturday. With a
squeaks to our front. Almost immediatesupercharging from the spirit of the stuly thereafter, a young man of an appeardent body, the team shouldn't have too
ance indicating that his time at Clemson
much trouble doing it.
had
been somewhat short came into the
HOLD THAT LINE
hall and deposited therein a pair of feathFor the benefit of about thirty or forty
erless ducklings. The high-pitched squeakpeople, ninety per cent of whom display a
ing sound was proceeding from the latter
lack of hair in addition to a noticeable lack
objects.
of manners and common sense, we print
As we leaned against the wall, restrainthis definition. "A line is an orderly aring
our laughter for fear an immoderate
rangement of persons or things, each in its
outburst
might excite the birds to complace one behind the other." It is apparmit
an
indiscretion
of some nature, the
ent that these afore-mentioned thirty or
young
man
previously
mentioned walked
forty people have an entirely different conout
into
the
hall
and
began
to entice the
ception of a line.
two
f
eatherless
wonders
with
a speech beEvery day, at the door of the dining hall
'
ginning
"Come
on,
Sweet;
that's
a good
nearest the lower quadrangle, these eagergirl."
The
trio
(two
featherless,
one
hairbeavers congregate in an amorphous group,
less
gradually
moved
on
out
of
our
range
usually in high spirits and with glowing
of vision, the soft cries of "Come on, Suenthusiasm for the anticipated struggle in
gar"
punctuated with a continuous highwhich they are soon to engage. Then the
pitched
squeak.
doors open. This is a signal for the entire
We can't find the exact explanation for
group to surge forward, throwing their
the sight. Maybe the wetness of the weekweight into the opposing line of students
who arrived earlier, fighting for position,
end attracted the two birds from a distant
lake or swamp. Or maybe they'd heard
not wasting a single moment in the mad
dash to get into the dining room.
And
some disgruntled student remark "Clemson is strictly for the birds."?
while the battle goes on, the students in

:-: DISC-O-PATION
At the time of the opening of
the new student center there
was some discussion about having a small collection of records
in the High-Fi room. I suppose
that this idea was forgotten.
Possibly the main objection was
that they would likely suffer the
same fate as the diamond needle.
Of course, requiring each person to obtain them from the
hostess and sign for them would
solve that problem. The collection could be kept down to
about ten choice 12" LP's, and
they could be donated by the
various campus organizations.
The recordings could include
about three classical selections,
one Jackie Gleason album
("Martini's and Memories), a
Duke Ellington recording ("Ellington '55), a modern jazz selection (possibly Stan Kenton's
"Portraits on Standards" or
Woody Herman's "The Woody
Herman Band")), an IP by a
modern pianist (Shearing, Gar-

By Mack McDaniei
ner, Billy Taylor, or Mary Lou
Williams), and about three recordings from shows ("Oklahoma," "South Pacific," "The King
and .1," "Show Boat," "The Student Prince," and "Pal Joey," to
suggest a few.
This is merely a suggestion,
but why don't they change the
records in the canteen more often. I think we've heard enough
of "Yellow Rose of Texas". The
R and B in the box are the
lowest.
In last week's article, I mentioned the possibility of jazz
concerts at Clemson. I received
a letter indicating that there is
some merest in jazz:
"Sir,
*
After reading your article
my pals and I thought the idea
was terrific. I realize that the
expense would be great, but
I'm sure that, there are enough
guys who like jazz to. support
it. I'm sure that the response
to jazz or Rhythm and Blues
(Rock and Roll) would be ter-

The
"He Roan For

■ ■

rific. We wish the best of
luck in sponsoring such a
presentation.
Sincerely,
T. Corrado
I'm certain that if everyon*
were as enthusiastic as Mr.
Corrado, there would be no difficulties at all.
pertaining to the Rhythm and
Blues that he mentioned, the
Mu Beta Psi is planning to sponsor a concert by Piano Red and
his orchestra during this, semester. It's really a terrific show
and even those who don't like
R and B will be thoroughly entertained.
The presentation of jazz musicians will probably have to be
limited to local talent unless
there is more enthusiasm of the
type that Mr. Corroda has
shown. Maybe someday we will
hear "Dave Brubeck Plays at
Clemson," "George Shearing
Gives Concert," "Gerry Mulligan Appears." (Back to reality
.... let's stop kidding ourselves.)
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TOM
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man who will
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Clemson Downs Georgia Bulldogs; Rice Owls Next
Tigs Look For Fourth
Victory At Houston

Clemson Frosh Prep
For Coming Game
With Georgia Tech
By Louis Jordan
THE TIGS DO IT AGAIN
Like bolts out of the blue, the Tiger team struck the
rich pay dirt as they rolled over the Bulldogs last Saturday. Not since a 35-14 victory in 1914 have the Tigers
downed a football team from Athens.
This was Coach Howard's first win over Georgia since
he has been with the Clemson team. Saturday's victory
smooths over the wound made by the last minute endzone pass which lost the game last year in Athens. Don
King thrilled the stands with his spot passing and sensational ball handling as he hit his ends and backs contiguously for first downs, touchdowns and anything else that
was handy.
Bill O'Dell did his best as he bowled over the opposing
linemen in his bids for short yardage whenever needed.
Along with Joel Wells, he is one of the hardest running
backs in the conference. Both will hurt an opponents
defense, tremendously with their hard drivjng, high flying knees.
• In the line there was hardly a spot open for the Georgia
quarterback to try for gains. In fact, the statistics of the
first half show that the visiting team gain all of a minus 1
yards at rushing. This proves beyond the shadow of a
doubt that John Grdijan, Dick Marazza, B. C. Inabinet and
Wingo Avery all were on their toes and jumping at the
chance for a tackle in the Georgia backfield.
Both Walt Laraway and Joe Bowen and Bill Hudson
played exceptional ball as they kept their ends closed to
trespassers most of the afternoon. All in all, the team
played as well as could be. hoped for. They must have
since they moved to the twentieth team in the nation.
ABOUT THE RICE GAME
All this week I have heard comments on the Rice game
which is coming up Saturday. These comments indicate
that a good many people think that the Tigers are playing
above their heads. After the game Saturday, I believe the
Tigers are playing exactly where they should.
In the pre-season polls, Rice was one of the top teams of
the nation. They are not there now, but the Clemson
boys have come from the lower division and have moved
upward to the number twenty spot.
If the Tiger team gets the support they deserve, then
they will come back from the long trip to Houston with
another victory around their necks.
PEP MEETINGS
The pep meetings which are held before each game are
for the students to come out and show that they are behind the Clemson athletes a hundred per cent. These pep
meetings take very little time and are most enjoyable.
You can't do much good sitting in your window looking out at the cheerleaders. Next time there is a pep
meeting and you are one of the few who haven't been
turning out, come out to the quadrangle or to the amphitheatre or wherever the meeting is held. I'm sure that
you will enjoy the show as well as let the boys know that
you are behind them all the way.
INTRAMURAL SPORTS PROGRAM COMPLICATED
Many problems confront Coach 'Rock" Norman in his
new position as head of the intramural sports program. As
I mentioned in this column last week, there is one main
problem which is causing difficulty in scheduling the
different teams for a time to play.
Teams not showing up on the proper date for their scheduled game throws the entire system out of balance for
that week. It is imperative for each student to know to
which team he is assigned. The teams are made up of
halls and sections throughout the dormitories.
If you are not sure as to which team you play with, then
see your hall monitor, he is the leader of your section and
will tell you when and where to report for practice.
PEP CLUB TALK
Since my article last week about the possibility of organizing a pep club on this campus, I have had quite a few
boys to agree with my idea. I have also been informed
that there was a move to organize a pep club here before.
The reasons for the failure of the movement I do not
know, but I have been assured that there are at least 25
boys who will go all the way on a new movement.
If there are any other interested parties who agree or
disagree with these ideas, they may come by the Tiger office on Monday and Tuesday nights to express their opinion.
All that an organization such as this one needs is to have
enough representation at a meeting to indicate that there
is enough interest in the project to make it worthwhile.
I'm sure that if a meeting such as this were held, then
the "powers that be" would do all they could in furthering
the project.

The Clemson Tigers are in top physical condition for tttt*
coming game against Rice Institute in Houston, Texas,
There are no serious injuries in the Tiger training camp.
The only injury to date is that of second string tackle Tommy Sease who is suffering from a sprained ankle.

The Clemson freshmen football
team is looking forward to the
Georgia Tech game which they
have scheduled for this coming
Coach Jess Neely, of Rice has
Saturday night at eight p. m. Afmade several shifts in his backter a two week lull, the frosh
field. Coach Neely has indicatare eager to get back in combat
ed that he will need a much
with a team other than the
stronger combination of starters
Clemson varsity.
to play against the boys from the
The game will be first for Bobfoothills of the Blue Ridge
by Docld's newest crop of recent
Mountains.
prep standouts. The Georgia
The Owls are expected to start
Tech Baby Yellow Jackets are a
208-pound sophomore King Hill,
powerful lot. They have "lost onfrom Freeport, Texas, at the
ly one game in ten years, that
quarterback position. Hill, as a
being to Auburn last fall.
substitute, has scored two, passThe Qemson Cubs received a
ed for two more and guided the
boost last -Friday when the N.
Owls to a fifth.
«
C. State frosh routed the Duke
The
Texas
team
will
operate
freshman team 32-13. The N. C.
from a "T" formation with an
State boys were unable to move
through the stubborn Baby Ben- Joel Wells (70) skirts his right end as Bill O'Dell unidentified Georgia player, Clemson defeats occasional shift into a singlewing type situation. The Owls
gal line a week before and lost
(67), Dick Marazza (44) and B. C. Inabinet Georgia 26 to 7. (TIGER photo by Bob Huey). have tremendous linemen and
14-0.
will be up for the game after
Coach McMillian has worked (60), jive good protection. Wells wards off the
their close decision last week.
his charges hard through the
They tied L. S. U. 20-20.
past two weeks and has confirmOn the other hand, the Tiger
ed that they are as ready as they
team has the taste of victory in
will ever be. They have scrimtheir mouth and are out to remaged the varsity and at the
same time received valuable experience from their older brothBy Tom Anderson
ers upon a higher plain.
"I was naturally pleased
Don
King,
Clemson's
fabulous quarterback, directed his with the results," Coach HowPassing and running plays
have been a continuous play of Bengal brigade to a convincing 26-7 victory over the Geor- ard commented. "It looks like
the afternoon sessions which degia Bulldogs in Clemson Memorial Stadium last Saturday we're getting the feel of this
cide what the outcome of the
T-formation and our defense is
before
a Dad's Day crowd of 20,000, who witnessed the first holding its own."
games will be.
Clemson's cross country track
With plenty of depth at seve- Clemson triumph over the Georgians in 41 years.
Clemson dominated play all team met the Duke Blue Devils
ral positions, the Baby Bengals Clemson's 41 year famine was
the way. King threw for 180 last Saturday morning at tenwill be seeking their second win broken with a marvelous display secutively, the Tigs widened yards, O'Dell tore through the thirty. The Tiger roadsters got
of the season.
of teamwork and superb all- the margin to 18 when O'Dell Red-men for 71 yards, and Joel off to a good start by downing the
Probable starters for the game round football, and the game was bounced over from the one. Wells jolted the Georgians with invaders- from Durham by a
Saturday will feature giant ends one which Tiger fans Vill long Charley Bussey, 2nd string his flashy running as he picked score of 22-23. Clemson had a
Buck Grover of Brownsville, Pa., remember. Not since 1914, when quarterback, kicked true and up 66 yards.
low score of 22 points which were
and Ken Lee of Heflin, Ala., Clemson won 35-14, had the Ti- the Bengals held a 19-0 adClemson totaled 351 yards, compiled mostly by a 1st, 3rd
tackles Jaudon Bragg of Savan- gers defeated a team from Ath- vantage.
compared to Georgia's meager and 4th places.
nah, Ga., and Ronnie Grace of ens.
132 pick-up.
Georgia
broke
into
the
scorHannes, of Duke, led the Tiger
McKeesport, Pa., guards Earl
ing
column
at
2:30
of
the
4th
This was, undoubtedly, Clem- pacer Jackson for the first half
Coaeh
F^ank
Howard's
men
Catoe of Kershaw, S. C, and
son's make or break game and of the 3% mile event. At the
Robert Gobble of Spartanburg, scored in every period in out- quarter on a Dick Young to Lethe rough 'n' ready Bengals cer- halfway mark Jackson took the
naire
Roberts
pass
that
covered
classing
the
red-jerseyed
and
center Robert Snyder of New
Castle, Del., quarterback Ted silver - helmeted Georgians. 10 yards. Cooper converted and tainly made it. A great season lead and finished with a time of
is in order now.
19 minutes and 48 seconds.
Moseley<br Mike Duke, both of Don King played the major the red-clad Bulldogs had their
seven points for the day.
•With three wins in a row, This was the first event in the
Atlanta, halfbacks Rudy Hayes role in the muzzling of the
Clemson ended its scoring late Clemson leaves Friday morning cross country season. Next meet
of Pickens and Don Gilpin of Bulldogs, as he completed 10
Connellsville, Pa., and Jim Stev- passes for 180 yards and show- in the final period when end Walt for Houston, Texas, and a Sat- will be run at the University of
ed exceptional ability in com- Laraway, standing on the Geor- urday encounter with Rice. Rice North Carolina on October 15.
ens of Greenwood.
manding the Country Gentle- gia 5, plucked a Young aerial is rated the top team in the rugThe order in which the runmen to their resounding vic- from the air and stepped into ged Southwestern Conference,
tory. Bill O'Dell and Joel Wells the double stripes to make it and the Owls are expected to be ners finished last Saturday was:
harassed the 'Dog defense with 25-7. Bussey again added the one of the strongest fores the Ti- )1 Jackson c, 2) Hanes d, 3)
their churning runs, when extra point to make the score gers face all year. A top-notch Dickens c, 4(, Venturella c, 5)
King wasn't demonstrating his 26-7, and put the game on ice for intersectional battle is anticipat- Pearl d, 6), Quattlebaum c, 7),
aerial artistry. Three times the the Men of Calhoun.
ed, and the game is considered a Hankins d, 8), Metz c, 9) Lewis
d, 10) Wells d.
Bulldogs intercepted near their
Clemson's fans chanted, "We've toss-up.
Flashy quarterback Don King goal, thus holding the margin got Wally worried," throughout
and rugged lineman Dick Maraz- down to the final 19 point the last half and certainly no
za were the two Clemson play- spread.
truer words were ever spoken.
ers who were selected to win the
The rotund Bulldog mentor
Clemson
tallied
inthe
first
peAbbott's Awards for the outpaced the sidelines like a reststanding players in the game riod on a King to Joe Pagliei pass less panther in an effort to find
with Georgia. The awards are that covered 31 yards. This play some way to cease the ruthless
given on the basis of reports occurred with 8:56 having elaps- beating that the undefeated Tifrom the coaches and after they ed in the initial quarter. King's gers were administering his boys.
extra point attempt was blocked
view the pictures of the games.
As the score indicates, Butts was
King's brilliant passing and sly by Bob Garrard, Georgia's cap- unsuccesful to that end.
tain.
In
the
second
canto,
the
deceptive movements
which,
when stocky- Frank Howard was indeed a
threw the Georgia players off Bengals scored
Bill
O'Dell
bulled
over
from the happy man at the end of the
1-2 Block Off Main on West Galhoun
guard, captured the award to r
King's conversion at- bitter contest, which culminated
him this week. As well as the three.
in
a
near
free-for-all
in
the
wanANDERSON, S. C.
actual play, Don called a magnif- tempt again missed. The score- ing seconds.
icent game from his position at board read 12-0 at halftime and
... —.. —
the determined Bengal defense
quarterback.
Don, a senior from Anderson, had held the touted Georgians to
is a comparatively small hid but minus one yard in the first half
has the maneuverability and rushing.
prowess to easily hold down the
With the second half came
spot of quarterback on the Clem- more Tiger fury. After pickson team. He is an excellent ing up five first downs conperformer in every phase of the
game.
In last Saturday's game King to the last inch. For this reason
did everything possible to baf- there was trouble in selecting
Orirt with core ... EVERYWHERE!
fle the opponents; One of his the lineman of the week. Dick
Marazza
came
out
on
top
in
the
most favorite tricks is to place
the ball on his hip and casually bidding.
Dick hails from Greensburg,
walk to a convenient passing
position while the opposing line Pa. He was a regular on the
looks for a back running with the "B'? unit last year and was sen
sational with his
downfield
ball.
Don completed 10 passes for a blocking in spring practice. It is
total of 180 yards against Geor- always that little extra block that
gia. Every > pass was good for a makes it possible for a back to
first down—one for a touch- go all the way.
Dick had this little . extra
down.
Besides his sparkling defen- block whenever it was needed
sive, King excelled in his de- On the defense he was, steady in
fense position. More than one the line like a block of granite.
time it was he who came up The Georgia quarterback found
from the secondary to make the little gain across his, position at
tackle at the line of scrimmage. left tackle. Dick Marazza is a
In front of King was a strong strong contender for the Jacob's
line which battled the BulldogsBlocking Trophy this year.

King Leads Tigers With Sharp
Passing Behind Strong Line

Clemson Cross
Country Team
Takes Duke U.

King, Marazza
Best Players In
Saturday's Game

WELCOME

LARRY'S

Curb Service
Sandwiches
Soft Drinks
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LOOK AT ALL THE CHECKERED FLAGS
CHEVROLET'S COLLECTED!

Frankly, it seems to me that any ticket to any ball game
is the personal property of the student, and as such, the
student should be able to use it as he sees fit (i.e. trade it
for old burlap sacks, use it to start a fire, etc.). It is not
yet too late to change this plan, which at best will cause
much unneeded hardship. WHY NOT CHANGE?

STONE

BROTHERS

- COMPLETE OUTFITTERS TO MEN

Great Features back up Chevrolet Performance: Anti-Dive Braking—Ball-Race Steering—Outrigger Bear Springs—Body by Fisher—12-Volt Electrical System—Nine Engine-Drwe Choices.

YOUNG MIN AND STUDENTS
101 N. Main Street Greenville and Suburban (Branch) Sfora
Plaaranrburg Shopping Canter Laurent Road

TICKET SALES???
The administration, in an effort to eliminate "unfair
practices" in the methods of ticket sales at the ClemsonCarolina game, has instituted a new program whereby the
students have to sign a receipt for their tickets here at
Clemson, and then pick their tickets up at the gate in Columbia. Notwithstanding the fact that by this move the
administration implies that a student of college standing
has not the mentality to make use as he sees fit of a ticket
to a ball game, the idea seems like the means for the making oij one of the South's most sensational bottlenecks
aince Sherman hit Atlanta.

main on the top of the -winning
column. They have linemen to
match those of Jesse Neely'* and
a fast backfield to go with th«
strong forward wall.
Passes can be expected from
the hands of Don King who engineered the aerial attack against
Georgia last week. Jim Coleman, who has been hampered by
strained muscles all this season,
will probably be called upon to
exhibit his talents in the broken
field running and also in pass
receiving. Joel Wells and Bill
O'Dell will be the work horses
for both King and Charlie Bussey, who is a consistant ground
gainer for Howard's number two
team. Joe Pagliei can be counted on for yardage and will b«
used in the Rice game as a work
horse along with Wells and
O'Dell.
In the line, there is beef to
match beef. CJemson's line will
be in top form as they try to
stop the Rice offense. Dick Marrazza, B. C. Inabinet, John Grdijan. and Wingo Avery will be in
the center of the line to stop all
up-the-middle plays while Walt
Laraway and Joe Bowen will
stop the plays around the flanks.
Clemson should have enough
power to outscore the Rice Institute Owls in their fourth gam*
of the season.

Every checkered flog signals a

Ivy League Cotton Trousers
Black, Gray, Khaki

Chevrolet victory in official 1955 stock cor
competition—not only against its own held
but against many American and foreign

$3.95
JUDGE KELLER

high-priced cars, tool

Let's translate these victories into
your kind of driving. You've got to
have faster acceleration to win on
the tracks. And that means safer
passing on the highways. You've
got to have better springing and
suspension. For you: safer and happier motoring. You've got to have
big, fast-acting brakes and easy, accurate steering. More things that
make your driving safer! Come in
and drive a Chevrolet yourself.

3£ 3SS
DA YTONA BEACH, FIA.
FAYfTTfyiU.1, N.C
COLUMBIA, S.C.
TOUNGSTOWN, OHIO
ATLANTA, GEORGIA
' JERSEY CITY, N.J.
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
PITTSBURGH, PA.
TORONTO, CANADA
RELMAR, N.J.
CEDAR RAPIDS, IOWA
■ALTIMORE, MD.
WINSTON-SALIM, N.C
FLOYD, VA.
GRAND FORKS, N.B.
MINOT, N.D.
LYNCHRURG, VA.
^
CANFIELD, O.
'• MILWAUKEE, WIS,
CINCINNATI, O.
,i
FLAT ROCK, MICH.'
JEFFERSONVILLE, INB"
DARLINGTON, S.C
HAMMOND, IND.
DETROIT, MICH.

The safer car wine *»f
and Chevrolet'*
j
the winning car "*'

NOW'S THE TlrVinO BUYI
LOW PRICES-BIG DEALSI
ENJOY A NEW CHEVROLET

THE TIGER—"He Roars For Clemsok A & M"

Stursday, October 6,1955

Page?
Looking at the engagement VOODOO B'OO-BOO?
ring he had placed on her finger,
Rain lashed against the winhe said tenderly:
dows of the old castle and the
"Did your girl friends admire wind howled mournfully as the
timid guest was escorted to his
it?"
room. "Has anything unusual
"They did more than that," ever happened in this room?"
she replied. "Two of them also he asked the sinister looking butler.
recognized it."

"Not for 30 years," came the
answer.
Heaving a sigh of relief, the
guest asked, "What happened
then?"
The butler's eyes gleamed ominously as he hissed, "A man
who stayed here all night showed up the next morning."

rr~
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that he (Oscar) is giving ,out
—OSCAR SAYS—
two orchids this week, One to
the football team for playing
that Dickie (Big Deal) Yeary
the best game he (Oscar) has is still trying to impress people.
ever seen and the other io the Get smart, squirt, you're the
CDA for presenting a fabulous world's worsjt.
dance.
—OSCAR SAYS—
—r -,CAR SAYS—

that the Jungaleers ought to
be complimented for such a good
job. He (Oscar) says that's the
sweetest music he's heard in
a long time.

that the boys on the football
team were really using their
heads at the Anderson Fair last
week. From what he (Oscar)
hears, Bill Barbary almost lost
his,

—OSCAR SAYS—

—OSCAR SAYS—

that John (The Pershing Rifle
that he (Os§ar) wishes that
Rah-Rah) Duffle is trying to Bobby (Bumpkin) Arnold would
snow all of the co-eds. He (Os- get lost. You're nothing, punk.
The members of the victorious livestock judg- ert McDaniel, Professor Handlin, and James car) wishes he was four feet
—OSCAR SAYS—
tall so he (Oscar) could impress
ing team are (left to right) A. H. Marshall, John Hill.
that
the
Goon Platoon has
Alexander, George Bowan, James Young, Robthe girls.
been
waking
him up at 6:00
—OSCAR SAYS—
every morning and he (Oscar)
that Eddie (Howdy - Doody) wants them to be quiet with
Andrews is getting worse with their "hup-two-three-four.
every time. You're even worse
• —OSCAR SAYS—
than Morehead, "Mophead."
that
the
parties last weekend
—OSCAR SAYS—
were
pretty
pink. He (Oscar)
- Plans are now progressing for the largest and most inthat Billy Alford is really try- wonders if it was the rain or
teresting student agricultural fair ever to be held at Clem- The South Carolina Student ing hard for the most unpopular the Senior Council.
son. . This biennial student event covering two days will Christian Association will hold award. Keep it up, punk, and
take place October 29-30.
its fall retreat at Camp Long, you've got it made.
Industrial Nursing
Friday tiirough Sunday, October
—OSCAR SAYS—
The theme decided upon for
Meeting Is Held
this year's' fair, certain to be of
Alpha Zeta, the national 7th through 9th. The Student
that the Senior Council must
interest to prospective agricul- honorary fraternity for stu- Christian Association is comtural'sudehts, is "Preparing for dents of agriculture, is again posed of YMCA's and SCA's of not scare Bill Voight. He put on At Clemson House
The accent was on Safety at
sponsoring the fair. The chan- the various colleges throughout his usual show.
e Career in Agriculture."
—OSCAR SAYS—
The agricultural fair held
cellor of Alpha Zeta, Ray M. the state.
the 1955 Symposium of Indusevery other year by agriculBuck, Jr., animal husbandry
The theme for this retreat will
that A. B. (Daddy Long Legs) trial Nursing held at the Clemtural students differs widely
major from Mt. Pleasant, is be "Building On a Rock." The
Blanton was seen carrying a sack son House September 23. The
from the Farmer's Week prostudent chairman for the fair. main speaker will be Rev. Henry
gram In'that the fair is conOther student members of Al- P. Mobley, pastor of the Presby- of corn last Friday. He (Oscar) Symposium is sponsored by the
ducted to reflect the training
pha Zeta who have been se- terian Church at Rock Hill, S. doesn't think you needed a South Carolina State Industrial
"agriculural students are relected as chairmen of overall C. Tumpy Payne of Columbia bushel, A. B. — a half-bushel Nurses 'Association
and the
ceiving in their chosen fields
fair committees are: Eldridge College President, has expressed would have been enough.
American Association of IndusJ. Wright, Jr., agronomy ma- a hope that Clemson will be well
of study.
—OSCAR SAYS—
trial Nurses, Inc.
An added attraction at the jor from B e 11 o n, publicity; represented at this retreat.
that
he
(Oscar) wonders if Principal speakers were: Mrs.
-Donald
B.
Anthony,
poultry
1955 fair will be a tour of the
The program will be quite va- Oz (Mr. "R") Willard will ever
new agricultural buildings. This major from Travelers Rest, ried. Plans call for a workshop, learn. You've got the biggest Mary Dalahanty, R. N., Equitable
new Agricultural Center, valued decorations; and Morgan I. singing, devotions, swapshops, mouth, "fat boy", that he (Os- Life Assurance Society, New
at $3.7 million is one of the Fralick, dairy major from
York; Frank R. Gramelsbach,
business meetings, and free time. car) has ever seen.
most modern in existence today. Bamberg, coordinator.
The workshop leaders are as folIndustrial Relations Director,
—OSCAR SAYS—
Visitors to the various departThe faculty advisory commit,
ments will have an opportunity tee of Alpha Zeta is assisting lows: "What is Christian Faith?"', that he (Oscar) wishes he (Os- Amerotron Corporation; Benjato inspect numerous pieces of the students in planning the Mr. Dean Anderson; "Why Do car) could get Wingo (Cutie min P. Robinson, Personnal Diequipment" which are the most overall program for the fair. Dr. We Believe in Christ?", Rev. Alr
rector, Amerotron Corporation;
Pie) Avery's autograph.
advanced now used in agricul- C. M. Jones, associate professor fred C. Payne: "Building a ChrisM. V. Wells, Personnel Director,
tian
Home."
Rev.
V.
Poag:
"Does
—OSCAR SAYS—
ture.
of agronomy, is chairman of this
God
Exist?",
Rev.
F.
B.
Mayesl
Self
Mills, Greenwood; and Jack
As an additional highlight for committee. T. L. Senn, assothat he (Oscar) knows we Reames, Abbeville Mills, AbbeTomorrow's World,''
this year's fair,, the South Caro- ciate professor of horticulture, "Facing
have a great football team. We'll
lina; Maid of Cotton for 1956, and Dr. W. B. Boykin, associate Rev. Harold Cole.
ville.
Each person should carry a be in the Orange Bowl come
v ho will be selected on October
27, will be asked to reign over professor of agronomy, complete pillow, two blankets, sheets, tow- January 1.
els, sweaters and personal items.
A soldier from New England
the committee.
the two day event.
—OSCAR SAYS—
stationed in an Army camp in
that
the
"Parker
Brothers",
by
Dick
Bibler
IITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS
Gamma Kappa Alpha Jerry and Buddy, were in their Louisiana was continually singing the praises of local girls.
Entertains New Men usual form this past weekend.
Asked why he found them so
—OSCAR SAYS—
The Gamma Kappa Alpha fraattractive, he thought for a moternity held a meeting Thursthat he (Oscar) would like to ment, then replied: "I think it
day, September 27, at which time
the functions of the fraternity tell some of the "Rats" to wise must be their Southern assent."
were explained to the 25 new up. You are still the lowest
members.
thing on the earth to the rest of
Also, final plans were made us.
for the intermission party Sat—OSCAR SAYS—
urday night, which twenty couples attended.
that William (The one from
Informal initiation for new Sumter) Dunn really had a time
members will begin next week.
playing smacky-mouth
at the
football game. He (Oscar) saw
Midsummer is the time when,
a la Shakespeare, "a little neg> William's "Date", and he (Oslect may breed .great mischief" car) agrees that it was a wise
in many phases of farm work thing to hide her face.

A Campus-to-Career Case History

Agricultural Fuir To Be Held Student Christian
At Clemson College Oct. 29-30 Association Plans

For Annual Retreat

Li

I represent 30,000 people"

That's the population of the Mason
City, Iowa, area where Jack MacAllister
(Iowa U., '50) is Manager for Northwestern Bell Telephone Company. How
would you like this kind of, job?

•

•

•

As Telephone Manager I represent
Mason City to my company, and viceversa. Among my customers are bankers, farmers, housewives, merchants ...
each with different questions and problems about telephone service. Through
public information and good business

office service, my people and I do our
best" to furnish the answers.
My assignment calls for varied activities—sales, public relations, office supervision. One minute I'm describing a
new construction program to a group of
businessmen ... the next explaining a
new service to a rural customer.

i
i
-I
I

It's a job with lots of variety and responsibility, and I enjoy every day of it
My supervisor is 75 miles away," says
Jack, "and that puts me pretty much on
my own—which is the way I like it."*

Jack MacAllister graduated with a B.S. in Commerce and started, with Northwestern Bejl about
five years ago. As Telephone Manager at the age
of 28, he is typical of the many young men who are
building careers in telephone work. Similar opportunities exist today with other Bell telephone
companies . . . also with Bell Telephone Laboratories, Western Electric and Sandia Corporation,
lour Placement Officer has all the details.

BELL
TELEPHONE
SYSTEM

*P. S. Since this case history was prepared, Jack has> been promoted.
Now a manager at Des Moines, Iowa, he has increased responsibilities.
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'WOW! HOW'S TH' CHOW WOM?'
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FOR YOUR

REPRESENTATIVE

The Right Man For the Job!

ELECT

CLEMSON SHOE STORE
JUST BELOW PAT'S
"Service While You Wait"

Sporting Goods

Hardware

SULLIVAN HARDWARE CO.
ANDERSON, S. C.

BILL WYLIE
AS YOUR

REPRESENTATIVE

LUCKIES TASTE BETTER-Cleaner, Fresher,Smoother!
©A. I Co,

PRODUCT OI

AMERICA'S LEADING MANUFACTURES QW. CIGARETTES
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Exams To Begin
To The Seniors December
9 For
By Johnny Blackmon

Samuel B. Earl, retired head of the School of Engineering, is pictured receiving a 50 year membership pin from the American
Society of Mechanical Engineers.

Little Theatre Now Making
Plans For 1955-56 Productions
By Bob Oliveros
The Clemson Little Theatre announces the opening of
the 1955-56 season membership drive to begin at an open
meeting to be held on Tuesday morning, October 11, at 8:00
p. m., in Club Room No. 1 in the Student Center. This will
be a significant meeting and the pubhc is urged to attend
.. . significant to the whole community, for the success of
this year's membership drive will determine the standard
of the theatrical presentations here at Clemson.
The Executive Committee of
the group has met twice in September to make plans to give to
the community its best year of
theatre. With the many excellent ideas and hopes and aspirations of the members for this
year, it is significant that the
Executive committee voted to
keep the membership rates the
same as last year.
It is obvious that more
money is needed if better
plays are to be produced. It
was decided that the greater
budget could still be met by
making a concerted effort to
gain a greater membership.
The more people that will become patrons of the theatre
and the more people that will
purchase membership season
tickets, the more funds will be
available to get better plays
royalties come higher the better the play), to buy costumes
for more colorful plays, to
purchase music for musicals,
equipment for better staging.
So when you join this year
and purchase your season ticket
or when you respond and become a patron, it means that you
are contributing to better theatre and finer culture here in
the community. Everyone is invited to this open meeting on
October 11. Come and share
in the enthusiasm . . . come and
hear the plans that are being
made for this year . . «come and
actually try out for parts in the
firs presentation of the season.
Not only is this an opportunity
for you to use your talents in
creative acting, but there is a
place for many talents.
The group needs people to
help with staging, costuming,
make-up, lighting, sound-effects,
and every other phase of theatrical production.
There is a
place for you to share in a most
rewarding experience of a finished production that will bring
finer entertainment to the communiy as a whole.
The Executive committee of
the group consists of the President of the group, Mr. John
Hunter; Vice-President, Pete
Peck, student; Mrs. Arthur
Grimes, Secretary; Miss Helen
Morrison, Treasurer; Mr. Bob
Nowack, Faculty advisor; Mr.

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

Tony Ellner, Student ticket
chairman; The Rev. Bob Oliveros, Community membership
chairman; Bill Muzzey, Presi
dent of Alpha Psi Omega; and
the Directors and Producers for
this year: Bob Ware, Gilbert
Miller, Mrs. Charles Morgan,
James Winter and Mrs. Rhett
Ravenel.
This committee met
first at the home of Mrs. Arthur
Grimes on Poole Lane for its
initial planning meeting, with a
follow up meeting at the apartment of Miss Helen Morrison at
the Clemson House.
The active participants of past
productions were entertained at
a party at the home of Mrs.
Grimes, at which many floral
pieces and messages of hope for
a good year were sent by patrons
of the community. At this
party, many of the details concerning plays and directors and
producers for this season were
arranged.
At the follow up
meeting of the Executive committee, the following schedule
of presentations was arranged:
Opening production in November: "The Tender Trap"
a good comedy to be directed,
by Mr. Robert E. Ware whose
production of "See How They
Run" charmed the community
Run" charmed the community
last season. Mr. Gilbert Miller will be Production Manager for the presentation. In
December, Mrs. Charles L.
Morgan will present a children's Christmas play, tentatively scheduled
as
"The
Christmas Carol" by Dickens.
The spring production is tentatively scheduled to be "Pygmalion" by Shaw, with Mr.
James P. Winter as Director.
The closing production will be
a mystery drama directed by
Mrs. Rhett Ravenel. One can
see that the program is quite
varied and should provide an
excellent season of little theatre.
Concerning the opening presentation, Director Bob Ware
says, "This is a light and sophiticated comedy that is excellent
entertainment. The plot evolves
around a bachelor apartment and
features a persistent girl-friend
and persistent neighbors. The

by Dick Bibler

The purpose of this column is
two-fold: to inform the seniors
of the latest developments concerning them, and to stimulate
an active interest in the senior
class as a functioning body.
During the past three years,
we have proved that we are one
of the finest classes to ever pass
through Clemson. Now we have
reached our senior year; we
hold the major portion of the offices in the clubs and organizations on the campus, and,
whether we like it or not, we
will find ourselves—individually
or collectively—being set up as
the example on which the underclassmen base their conduct.
This is a large responsibility
and one we cannot shirk. Everything we say or do during this
year must be considered in the
light of how it will affect our
fellow classmates here at Clemson.
This year's senior class
has been given an even bigger
chance to set their mark on
Clemson because of the changes
that are taking place.
In almost every phase of campus life this year the old way
has been thrown out or changed
beyond recognition.
We find
ourselves in the peculiar situation of being able to set many
precedents which will be followed for years to come if our
decisions are made wisely.
If we will work hard this year,
we stand an excellent chance of
being the finest all-round class
ever to graduate from Clemson.
That in itself is something to
work for besides the actual benefit we will get from it individually.
Thursday night there was a
meeting of the senior class. The
following items are a few of
the topics discussed at that
meeting.
January grads should be sure
that they have applied for their
diploma. June graduates should
apply for their diploma as soon
as possible. You may submit
your application at any time up
until two months before graduation, but you are requested to
apply early so that the Registrar's office may estimate how
many will be needed.

Dr. A. N. J. Heyne
Author Of Articles
Dr. A. N. J. Heyn, professor
of natural and synthetic fibers
in the Clemson School of Textiles, is the author of the second of a series of articles appearing in the current issue of
the Journal of Applied Physics.
The
articles
are
entitled
"Small Particle X-Ray Scattering by Fibers," "Size and Shape
of Microcrystallites" and "Radial Distribution of Microcrystallites."
A recipient of B. S., M. S.,
and Ph. D. degrees from Utrecht
University in Holland, Dr. Heyn
has done extensive research
work in both natural and synthetic fibers. He has been on
the staff of the Clemson Textile
School since shortly after the
end of World War II.

AEC Will Hold
Regular Meeting
The Agricultural Economics
Club will hold its regular meeting on Tuesday, October 11, at
6:30 p. m. in Room 113 of Long
Hall. It is requested that all
old members and students planning to major in agricultural
economics be present as plans
for the Ag Fair will be discussed.
Refreshments will be
served after the meeting.
A special invitation is extended to Freshmen, as new members will be accepted at this
time.
dialogue
is
interesting and
amusing. There are parts for
four average males and four
average females." The title is
"The Tender Trap" and will be
great fun for all concerned . . .
players and audience. Remember tryouts will be held on
Tuesday night, October 11 at
8:00 p. m. in club room No. 1
Student Center.

Seniors have also been requested to order their rings as
soon as possible. January grads
should order theirs by Oct. 15,
June grads by Dec. 1. Here
again they may be ordered at
any time, but these time limits
ensuje that they will be ready
before graduation. June graduates will not be able to pick up
their rings until second semester, when a list is made up say
ing that the student has submitted his application for his dr
ploma, and has signed up at
the time the list is made every
credit that is required of him
for graduation, and also that he
has fulfilled all other school requirements for graduation. The
list for January graduates has
already been sent out and those
who ordered rings last year, or
this summer may ipick them up.
As soon as possible the senior
parking lot will be enlarged so
that there will be room for all
senior cars.
Until this time,
let's, all cooperate and if there
is not a parking place available
don't make one. Also, if you
have not registered your car or
if it is registered with a number
over 300, please correct it. Any
time tickets are given they will
be given to cars numbered above
300 and also to cars not registered.

ASME Holds
First Meeting
The student chapter of the
American Society of Mechanical
Engineers held its first meeting
of the year on September 27 in
the Student Center. The main
business of the meeting was the
discussion of the engineering
fair and the regional ASME convention to be held on the campus in the spring.
,
The society discussed plans to
develop several original student
research papers to be entered in
competition at the convention.
Dr. J. C. Cook, the chapter's adviser, told of the advantages offered to the members of the
ASME.
Members of the upper three
classes majoring in mechanical
engineering are invited to join
the society at the next meeting,
which is on Ocober 10.

NTMS To Meet
Tuesday, Oct. 11
The National Textile Manufacturers Society will hold a
meeting at 6:00 p. m. on Tuesday, October 11, for the purpose
of accepting new members.
All sophomores, juniors, and
seniors majoring in textile manufacturing, textile chemistry, or
textile engineering are eligible
for membership.
There will also be a movie of
the Clemson - Virginia football
game shown.

This past week-end a meeting
of the Southern Textile Association was held at the Clemson
House.
The subject of discussion was
the threat of foreign equipment
seen by the American Textile
Industry.
Joe Jenkins, Kendall Mills,
Pelzer, presided. Dr. R. F. Poole,
President of Clemson College,
welcomed the group.
Life is too short, to remember
that which prevents one from
doing his best. "Forgetting the
things that are behind, I press
forward," said a brave old man
in the first century. The successful man forgets. He knows
the past is irrevocable. He is
running a race. He cannot afford to look behind. His eye
is on the winning post. The
magnanimous man forgets. He
is too big to let little things disturb him. He forgets quickly
and forgives easily. If anyone
does him wrong, he "considers
the source" and keeps sweet. It
is only the small man who cherishes a low revenge. Be a good
forgetter. Business dictates it,
and success demands it.

A Delightful Coffee Shop With
, Fountain Service
Located in Lower Lobby of Clemson House

Mauldin Chevrolet Company
Your Musical Headquarters

Marys Record Shop

YOUR CHEVROLET DEALER *
Pendleton Phone 3821

Clemson Phone 5387

We Service Ail Makes and Models

GREENVILLE, S. C.
23 West Washington Street
\Af
526 S. Main Street

The Department of State anDean Emeritus Samuel
B.
nounced today that the second Earle of the School of Engineerwritten examination under the ing of Clemson. College, was prenew revised procedures will be sented a fifty-year membership
given in 65 cities on December pin for outstanding service by
9, 1^55. Candidates must file the Greenville section of the
their request to take this ex- American Society of Mechanical
amination not later than Octo- Engineers. He was also presented the Society's seventyber 21 and to be eligible should fifth anniversary medal and cibe:
tation.
(1) at least 20 and under 31
Dean Earle retired as head of
years of age,
the engineering department at
(2) United States citizen of at Clemson in 1950 after fortyeight years of service with the
least ten years standing, and
(3) if married, married to an college.
The A. S. M. E. has also seAmerican citizen.
lected Dean Earle for its highest
Those successful in the one- rank of membership which is to
day written test will be given a be bestowed at the diamond jusubsequent oral examination be- bilee meeting to be held in Chifore a traveling panel which will cago in November. This honormeet in regional centers. Begin- ary membership is conferred for
ning salaries for Foreign Service "acknowledged eminence" in the
Officers range from $4400 to engineering field and has been
$5500 depending on age and ex- awarded to only one hundred and
perience; additional benefits in- seventy-seven persons since
clude insurance, annual and sick 1880.
leave, and a generous retirement
plan.
It is expected that approximately 300 officers will be appointed during the coming year
as a result of the vastly increased need for Foreign Ser- (The Country Gentlemen's Theatre)
vice Officers.
These will fill
Clemson, South Carolina
positions both in the Department
in Washington as well as at
Phone 6011
over 250 posts in 77 countries
throughout the world.
Informational material and apFriday - Saturday
plication forms may be secured
October 7-8
at the Placement Office or by
writing to the Board of Examiners, U. S. Department of State,
Washington 25, D. C.

Clemson Thealre

"Man From
La ramie"
James Stewart

English Handbook
"Lying Or Laying"
By Clemson Prof.
The third in a series of booklets designed to help people use
the English language correctly
has been written by John D.
Lane, Professor of English at
Clemson College and well-known
after-dinner speaker.
Entitled "Lying or Laying," it
was designed to enable almost
anyone to solve difficulties that
he may have picked up in the usage of these two every-day
words.
The first two booklets, "Who
or Whom" and "Between You
and Me," have received wide
circulation in South Carolina and
29 other states, some as far away
as Washington and Hawaii.

Why Chancellor Adenauer
reads The Reader's Digest

"In my country more than 500,000 people read the Digest
in German each month. And they read not only about the
people of the United States, but about the people of all
nations. The Reader's Digest has forged a new instrument
for understanding among men."

In October Reader's
Digest don't miss:
ALL ABOUT LOVE. How can we tell the difference be?'
tween true love and physical attraction? Can we
really fall in love "at first sight"? What makes us
fall out of love? Scientist Julian Huxley brings you
a biologist's view of our most complex emotion.
THOSE CAMPUS MARRIAGES. How do student marriages work out? Are young couples able to cope
with studies and household chores? What happens
when babies come along? Report on today's col, legiates who promise to love, honor—and study.

(Technicolor)

Monday and Tuesday
October 10-11
II

Day Of
Triumph //
Joanne Dru
(Technicolor)

Wednesday-Thursday
October 12-13

"House of
Bamboo'ii

19-PAGE CONDENSATION FROM $4.00 BEST-SELLER:
"MY PHILADELPHIA FATHER." Whether blueblood Anthony J. Drexel Biddle was teaching jujttsu to the Marines, singing a dubious tenor in
opera, hobnobbing with pugilists or raising alligators m the house, he did everything all out—and
then some. Here, told by his daughter, is the laughing, loving life of "America's happiest millionaire."
AMERICA'S TOP LABORITE: GEORGE ME ANY. Life
and beliefs of the man who may lead 15 mtiKon
workers when the CIO and AFL merge.

Get October Reader's Digest
at your newsstand today—only 25i
44 articles of lasting interest, incltidtflg the best from leading
magazines and current books, condensed to save your time.

Robert Ryan
CinemaScope
In Color

YOUR BIG RED LETTER DAY

Textile Association
Meets At Clemson

TIGER TAVERN

"NOW I KNOW WHAT THEY MEAN f3Y HI6HE* gPUCATlON.?

Earle Receives
Service Award
Government Jobs '¥om ASME

Pendleton, S. C.

2. SUPERIOR TASTE L&M's superior tasto
comes from superior tobaccos — especially
selected for filter smoking. Tobaccos that are
richer, tastier ..♦ and light and mild.

